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A 13 year old girl presents with a three month history of increasing posterior ankle pain. 

She is a dedicated ballet dancer, practicing 12 hours a week. She was initially diagnosed 

with Achilles tendinopathy but did not respond to physiotherapy and later diagnostic 

ultrasound ruled out any obvious tendon involvement.  

What diagnosis should be considered? 

Posterior Ankle Impingement may involve a variety of localised bone, joint and soft 

tissue structures and is characterised by pain on forced, repetitive or sustained plantar 

flexion of the ankle. It is an overuse injury of greater incidence in dance (particularly 

ballet), sports which involve repetitive push off (eg tennis) or with women who wear 

high heeled stilettos.  

 

What tissues may be involved? 

Pathology typically involves mechanical stress to the posterior process of the talus or irritation of an os trigonum (posterior 

ankle accessory bone) however the condition may also be associated with an enlarged posterior process of the calcaneus, 

fracture, synovitis, calcification or loose bodies and entrapment of flexor hallucis longus muscle. 

How is the condition best diagnosed? 

Posterior Ankle Impingement should be suspected when symptom consistent pain is felt with an applied forceful plantar 

flexion of the ankle, best achieved with the patient lying prone and the knee flexed at 90 degrees. Pain may also often felt 

when standing on ‘tippy toes’. X-ray can identify the presence of an os trigonm (incidence cited at around 15% of 

population, typically bilateral and females > males) or other relevant bony pathology. MRI is the gold standard, as it is able 

to reveal the extent of various bone, joint and soft tissue involvement. 

An MRI organised for the 13 year old dancer revealed a moderately sized os trigonum with mild bone oedema, 

synchondritis and tenosynovitis of the flexor hallucis tendon, consistent with her history and symptoms. 

How is the condition treated? 

Pathology that excludes fracture or significant inflammatory or degenerative changes will typically respond quickly to 

conservative management, including rest, icing, managed calf stretching, medially supportive taping, orthotics and anti-

inflammatories. Fracture may require the additional short term use of a cam walker boot. Corticosteroid injection may be 

used when appropriate to facilitate a more rapid recovery. In cases of repetitive injury, surgical removal of an ostrigonum, 

loose bodies or remodelling of a degenerative or enlarged posterior process may be required. 

The 13 year old was advised to rest from dancing for two weeks and reduce her ‘en pointe’ activity for a further four weeks. 

She responded favourably to conservative management with taping particularly helpful on recommencement of dancing. 

Orthopaedic surgeon review was suggested should symptoms return.  


